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Extended Abstract
Agents are one of the main building blocks of the World Wide Web under
the Semantic Web activity [1]. The Web is evolving toward an open, serviceoriented architecture, which is a software infrastructure that makes an open set
of information services available to users and agents. The role of agents is to
retrieve, execute and compose available services providing more sophisticated
instances of them. Knowledge is playing an increasingly important role in this
scenario, services are being extended with semantic information [11] and agents
will provide complex problem solving capabilities to perform their tasks.
Although there are many small-scale examples of implemented systems which
use formalised knowledge to achieve intelligent behaviours, for example personal
assistants which collect and organise information, there is still a major gap between these isolated systems and the vision of the Semantic Web.
Agents have been recognised as one of the main technologies to fill this gap
[10], but their role in the emerging Semantic Web infrastructure is still not completely depicted. For example, their relationship with more standard components
such as Web Servers and clients, is still not clear. Most of the examples of agents
in the Web are User agents which provide intelligent support and advanced
services to users. However, whenever an agent provides a set of complex problem
solving capabilities, it becomes reasonable to reuse its skill in realizing other intelligent applications. This suggests another possible role for agents: to enhance
the functionality of servers. Worker agents, providing complex problem solving
capabilities with respect to a given application domain, can be published and
shared on the Web, for example by means of a set of well defined Web Services
and an associated ontology. However, there is still not a widely accepted architecture for integrating agents in a distributed reasoning infrastructure on the
Web.
In this paper we highlight the features of our NOWHERE architecture, an
Open Service Architecture (OSA) that supports agents and services within the
Semantic Web, which is described in detail in [6,7]. A general view of our architecture is depicted in Figure 1.
Agents can be both Worker agents, which can be published in Web agent
servers, or User agents which, if necessary, can be downloaded and activated in
mobile devices. These agents can be realized with any programming language

Fig. 1. Architecture of the agent-based OSA.

or traditional AI technologies provided that they are able to access the RDFbased triple-space. Agents are connected through a Distributed Facilitator
Service. In the following we summarise the main features of our architecture.
Dynamic and Open Architecture. In the research on Multi-Agent Systems there
is an increasing emphasis on the open-ended nature of agent systems, which
refers to the feature of allowing the dynamic integration of new agents into an
existing agent system. This feature becomes particularly relevant when agents
are developed on the Web where they are usually implemented by different people
at different times. Our OSA allows new agents to dynamically connect themselves
to the system, providing new capabilities to other agents.
High Level Inter-Agent Communication. Agents access services and communicate with each other using an advanced high level Agent Communication Language (FT-ACL) [3,5]. FT-ACL provides a small set of fault-tolerant conversation performatives and supports a fault-tolerant anonymous interaction protocol
based on one-to-many requests for knowledge. Moreover FT-ACL has been designed for open architectures and deals with a dynamic set of agents [4].
Integration of Agents and Web Services. Agents can be published as Web Services and existing Web Services can be registered or agentified enhancing agents’
ability to discover and invoke them with the fault-tolerant ACL. This integration
can be configured dynamically realizing an Open Service Architecture. New Web
Agent Servers can be added dynamically to provide one or more Web Services.
This set of Web Services can dynamically change because of the creation of new
services on the Web Agent Server or the modification of existing ones.

Support for Interoperability. In our architecture agents can be realized in any
programming language including AI languages or knowledge representation languages, provided that they react to a well defined protocol based on the standard
primitives of FT-ACL. Although all the emerging standards for the Semantic
Web use formalisms based on XML, most of AI systems are still being developed using specific AI technologies and languages which usually are not compliant with Web standards, but provide powerful engines and a rich set of libraries.
From a practical point of view it is not feasible to translate all these technologies
in XML based formalism or to commit to a single programming language. Thus,
enabling the integration of agents written in different programming languages is
essential to a large scale exploitation of Knowledge-Level agents on the Web.
Sound Failure Model. To support distributed reasoning protocols which function
in presence of failure we adopt a well-known failure model. We assume agents
are subject to possible failures. Following a well-known classification of process
failures in distributed systems [12], we say that an agent is faulty in an execution
if its behaviour deviates from that prescribed by the algorithm it is running;
otherwise, it is correct. The failure model we consider is crash failures of agents
in a fully asynchronous Multi-Agent System: a faulty agent has crashed if it stops
prematurely and does nothing from that point on. Before stopping, however, it
behaves correctly. Note that considering only crash failures is a common fault
assumption in distributed systems, since several mechanisms can be used to
detect more severe failures and to force a crash in case of detection. FT-ACL
primitives are designed to react to agents’ crashes. In this way several concurrent
and fault tolerant properties of the ACL can be proved [2,5].
Knowledge-Level Requirements. One of the main features of our OSA is its
Knowledge-Level characterization including support for Knowledge-Level agents
and Knowledge-Level communication using FT-ACL. We assume KnowledgeLevel agents, that is, agents concerned with the use, request and supply of
knowledge which do not deal with symbol level issues. In [8] requirements for
Knowledge-Level communication are postulated which need a careful analysis of
the ACL and the underlying agent architecture in order to ensure KnowledgeLevel behaviour. We list again these Knowledge-Level Programming Requirements below extended to deal with crashes of agents (condition (4)).
(1) The programmer should not have to handle physical addresses of agents
explicitly.
(2) The programmer should not have to handle communication faults explicitly.
(3) The programmer should not have to handle starvation issues explicitly. A
situation of starvation arises when an agent’s primitive never gets executed
despite being enabled.
(4) The programmer should not have to handle communication deadlocks explicitly. A communication deadlock situation occurs when two agents try to
communicate, but they do not succeed; for instance because they mutually
wait for each other to answer a query [13] or because an agent endlessly
waits for a reply of a crashed agent.

FT-ACL supports these Knowledge-Level requirements [2,3]. Note that the
introduction of these requirements becomes particularly relevant in open agents’
architectures which use ACLs for inter-agent communication. In fact, if an ACL
supports these Knowledge-Level requirements several properties can be inferred
in the resulting agent system, for example:
– Deadlock Avoidance: new agents can be freely added to the system without introducing communication deadlocks. This is guaranteed by requirement (4).
– Firewalls Independence: most Internet subnets employ firewalls to protect their hosts from Internet invaders and attacks. Thus agents developed
in different networks often have to go through firewalls to communicate. Requirement (1) states the programmer of agents should not have to handle
physical addresses of agents explicitly. Thus agents should be reachable using their logical names which should not depend of the physical information
that is usually analyzed by packet firewalls such as port numbers.
Ontology Driven Communication: We assume two agents must share a service
ontology to communicate. According to Gruber [9], an ontology is a formalization of a shared conceptualization. In our architecture a service ontology describes all the services of a given application domain and the related terminology.
As soon as an agent is created it must commit to a specific service ontology to
take part to a conversation. Two agents can interact together only after a prior
agreement upon a shared service ontology. In fact in our vision ontologies for
agents are similar to languages for human beings. Concerning the description of
individual services our architecture supports both standard formalisms such as
WSDL and more powerful formalisms to realize Semantic Web Services.
In summary, our approach demonstrates that different issues, such as highlevel inter-agent communication and fault tolerance, can be successfully integrated in an open and dynamic agent-based OSA which provides Web Services
maintaining a clean design of the architecture and a Knowledge-Level characterization.
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